This paper concentrates on methods for comparing activity units found relatively efficient by data envelopment analysis (DEA). The use of the basic DEA models does not provide direct information regarding the performance of such units. The paper provides a systematic framework of alternative ways for ranking DEA-efficient units. The framework contains criteria derived as by-products of the basic DEA models and also criteria derived from complementary DEA analysis that needs to be carried out. The proposed framework is applied to rank a set of relatively efficient restaurants on the basis of their market efficiency.
Introduction
The development of tools for assessing the performance of for-profit and not-for-profit activity units has seen considerable expansion in recent years. The assessment of the relative efficiency of activity units such as retail outlets, bank branches, hospital units, schools and local authorities is a major concern for the central and local management of the corresponding organisations. Farrell's [1] ideas have been used as the basis for developing nonparametric methodologies for assessing the relative efficiency of activity units. This development was operationalised by [2, 3] from the operational research point of view and [4] from the economic point of view. A phenomenal expansion followed the original development of the method see [5] while the recent developments of the method can be found in [6] .
Data envelopment analysis and its evolution is based on the concept of relative efficiency which implies that in the absence of absolute standards of efficiency the best alternative is to use as basis of assessment the best observed decision making units (DMUs). These observed DMUs and their linear combinations are used to construct empirical efficient cost or production frontiers which can be used to assess relative efficiency. The efficient frontier is used to assess the efficiency of relatively inefficient units whilst no information is provided regarding the performance of relatively efficient DMUs.
The question of discriminating between relatively efficient units gained progressive popularity partly due to the lack of any direct information obtained by the typical DEA models and partly due to the increasing use of DEA as a benchmarking tool. A number of methods can be found in the literature that provide information regarding the performance of relatively efficient DMUs. However, there has been no systematic attempt to assess the effectiveness and pitfalls of these criteria. The main motivation of this paper, therefore, is the question of offering some insights on the performance of relatively efficient DMUs. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section reviews different types of criteria that have been proposed for investigating the performance of relatively efficient DMUs. The third section discusses the ranking of relatively efficient DMUs based on information obtained from the basic DEA model. The fourth section discusses complementary models for ranking efficient DMUs with their advantages and pitfalls. Results obtained from a set of restaurants are used in the fifth section in order to illustrate the criteria of ranking efficient DMUs. The sixth section concludes the paper. the discussion. Figure 1 contains a set of DMUs that use two outputs per unit of input with DMUs A, B and C defining an empirical efficient frontier. The use of DEA does not provide any information, other than an efficiency index of one, for the three efficient DMUs A, B and C. However, simple observation shows that the three efficient units play a different role in the assessment of efficiency. For example, the very high concentration of inefficient units close to the efficient units B and C indicate that these two units will be used more frequently as efficient comparators. Moreover, the contribution of DMU C to the targets assessed for the inefficient units seems to be pre-dominated. This type of information can be obtained as a byproduct of the efficiency assessment of the inefficient units using the customary DEA models [2] .
Efficient DMUs may be investigated further by focusing on their "position" relative to the efficient frontier in their absence. This is an issue that has been addressed in the literature by [7] [8] [9] [10] that suggest ways for ranking relatively efficient units by removing them from the comparison set and then re-assess their efficiency. These absolute ranking indices are often referred in the literature as "super-efficiency" indices since efficient DMUs can get efficiency ratings that exceed 100%.
To find the "super-efficiency" of, say, DMU B one needs to compare its efficiency against a revised efficient frontier that does not include the particular DMU. This frontier is thus made of units AEC and the efficiency of DMU B is given by the ratio OB/OE which yields the proportionate excess in the performance of DMU B in comparison with the revised frontier AEC. It must be noticed that the development of the revised efficient frontier gives the opportunity to previously inefficient DMUs like E to become efficient. If such a development is not desirable then the revised frontier would by the segment AC.
The motivation for obtaining this modified measure of "efficiency" varies across the literature. For example in [8] these measures are used in order to be able to use the non-truncated efficiency scores in a regression analysis phase that sought to explain the assessed efficiencies. In [10] these indices are used as a measure of how "unusual" is the performance of efficient DMUs. Finally, the use of the revised efficiency index for ranking DMUs on a common scale is advocated in [9] .
An alternative method has been proposed by [11] [12] [13] , which calculates the cross-efficiency indices for obtaining absolute rankings of DMUs. These cross-efficiency measures are obtained by direct comparison of each DMU against all DMUs within the sample set and not only those that would be used by DEA as its comparator set. Therefore, a set of n × n efficiency indices are developed, where n is the number of DMUs included in the assessment. The technical details of these coefficients are discussed in more detail in the next section of the paper.
The methods capable of ranking relatively efficient DMUs can be classified into two broad categories as is shown in Table 1 . This classification includes methods illustrated earlier using Figure 1 and also methods that require development of revised DEA models.
The three criteria of the post-DEA analysis are byproducts from the solution to the original DEA model [3] . The remaining three criteria require further modelling and analysis in order to rank relatively efficient DMUs.
The use of the criteria will be discussed in more detail next using the mathematical formulation of the basic DEA model. Let us consider a set of DMUs which use quantities x ij of inputs and produce quantities y rj of outputs . The relative efficiency of DMU k can be obtained using the linear programming models in (1) .
Offensive model Defensive model 
The model in (1) represents an instance of the sequence of linear programmes that need to be solved for 
 . The second phase treats the objective function of the previous phase as a constraint and seeks to derive extra gains that can be realised for individual inputs and outputs. The two phase process is an alternative to the classic way of putting the radial component with the slack variables in the same objective function. The efficiency values become dependent on the magnitude of the scaling factor chosen to reduce the impact of the slack variables in the objective function that includes both components [14] . The efficiency of DMU k expressed in a percentage form can be obtained as 100
The names used for the two formulations are used to facilitate their managerial interpretation by focusing on the role of the relative efficient DMUs in DEA. The term "offensive" is used to indicate the primary objective of relative efficient DMUs to develop linear combinations of comparators with the corresponding assessed DMUs. On the other hand, the term "defensive" seeks to indicate the primary role of the efficient DMUs in this formulation which seek to defend their efficiency rating using the weights "selected" by the corresponding assessed DMU k.
Post-DEA Criteria for Relatively Efficient DMUs
The criteria of the post-DEA analysis can be applied utilising the solution of the DEA models for assessing the efficiency of individual DMUs. Efficient DMUs can be ranked as follows.
1) Frequency of use as comparator
is the optimal scale factor of DMU j when the efficiency of DMU k is assessed.
2) Proportionate contribution to targets An efficient DMU j contributes an amount of j rj to the target of output r of DMU k where
 is the optimal value of the intensity variable of the efficient DMU k when DMU j is assessed. The aggregate proportionate contribution of DMU j to the targets of output r of DMUs is given in (2).
Similar formula can be used to obtain the proportionate contribution of the efficient DMU j to the input targets , assessed for DMUs .
ij
3) Cross-efficiency scores The use of DEA to assess the performance of individual DMUs is based on the solution of a series of linear programming problems. The solution to these problems yields a set of weights for the inputs and outputs of each DMU. The utilisation of these weights, by developing payoff tables, which estimate the efficiency of individual DMUs derived from the optimal weights selected by other DMUs has been proposed [11] [12] [13] . The size of this payoff table is a n × n matrix and therefore the information can be summarised by averaging out the efficiencies across rows and columns of the payoff matrix. These efficiencies are listed in (3).
Summarising Cross-efficiency scores
DMU j Assessed by units The cross efficiency scores can be utilised even further by defining the extent to which there is variation between the peer-appraisal and the self-appraisal efficiency of DMUs. This measure of concordance between the two efficiencies is called "Maverick" index [13] and it is defined in (4).
where E j is the efficiency of DMU j obtained from the ordinary DEA model in (5) and . The higher is the score of M j the of a maverick is the assessed DMU j.
The use of cross-efficiency indices has two main shortcomings. First, the likely event that efficient DMUs have multiple optimal sets of weights imply that the cross efficiency scores will depend on the particular set of weights selected by the analyst. Methods for selecting sets of weights with particular properties are being suggested [13, 14] . The second limitation, not reported in the literature before, is that the cross-efficiency scores cannot be obtained under the assumption of variable returns to scale as the cross-efficiency scores can even take negative efficiency values. This is due to the scale signfree variable that is necessary in the formulation of the variable returns to scale model.
New Model Development for Ranking Relatively Efficient DMUs
A number of models with specific purpose to rank relatively efficient DMUs can be found in the literature. For instance [15] , suggested the use of value judgments as a means of ranking relatively efficient DMUs. In their research [15] a customised DEA model was proposed which yields an absolute ranking coefficient for each assessed DMU. The implementation of weights restrictions, however, requires knowledge of preferences over the relative importance of the inputs and outputs included in the assessment. The particular type of method is not pursued any further in this paper since it relies on the use of decision maker value judgments which were not obtainable in our empirical application. Work inspired from the multivariate data analysis literature has also been suggested [16] [17] [18] for detecting the effect of outlier and influential observations on the efficiency results obtained by DEA. This research path, despite its importance, seeks to diagnose the reliability of the input-output information of individual efficient DMUs by means of assessing their impact on the technical efficiency of individual DMUs. This angle is not pursued any further since the present study concentrates on the estimation of absolute ranking coefficients.
The analysis focuses mainly on the so-called "superefficiency" models that have been proposed for ranking efficient DMUs on a scale without upper bounds of 100%, [19] [20] [21] [22] . The modified efficiency indices for, say DMU k, can be obtained using the model in (5).
Super-efficiency models (5)
The notation of the model in (5) Consider a numerical example with three DMU that use quantities of three inputs to generate quantities of two outputs listed in Table 2 .
Assessment of the relative efficiency of the three DMUs using DEA found all three DMUs as relatively efficient. The next step would be to obtain measures of absolute ranking for each DMU using model (5). For DMU 3, for example, the solution of model (5) 106% more output that the composite DMU of model (5) . A closer investigation on the targets obtained from (5), however, gives the information listed in Table 3 .
Interpretation of the information listed in Table 3 indicates that the objective function value in (5) does not convey full information of the true comparison between the assessed DMU 3 and its composite DMU ( 1  ,   2 ). Furthermore, using the criteria of dominance from (6) it can be seen that the comparison between DMU 3 and its peer is inconclusive since the peer DMU dominates DMU 3 in one input and one output dimension. The simple numerical example that was used to illustrate the possible results obtained from model (5) casts doubts on the use of the objective function coefficient 100
unless it is complemented with the set of dominance criteria given in (6). The use of the complementary criteria in (6), on the other hand, will lead into cases of inconclusive dominance most of the relatively efficient DMUs.
The revised model in (7) is next proposed which seeks to alleviate some of the limitations of the earlier formulation of model (5) . That is, for an output expansion case, the model satisfies the requirements of the dominance criteria regarding the input side and concentrates solely on the maximisation of outputs. The reverse argument holds for a case of input contraction.
A non-radial DEA model for assessing relative dominance Where w s and w m are weights attached to all outputs (s) and all inputs (m) respectively with the relation m s which indicates that the objective function in (7) gives pre-emptive priority to minimise the input requirements.
Model (7) belongs to the family of non-radial DEA models since it includes a separate improvement factor for each input ( i  ) and output ( r ). As distinct issues, however, one needs to mention the lack of predetermined direction for the rate of improvement of the outputs ( r ) since the optimal value of the corresponding variable (s) will determine the characterisation of dominance for the assessed DMU k. For the input side, on the other hand, the restriction (7.3) ensures that the rate of improvement (if any) will not reach levels beyond which will make the production of output infeasible. This constraint was necessary due to flexibility that has been given to the direction of improvement given to the outputs of the assessment ( ).
The rationale of the proposed modification is based on the assumption that an assessed DMU k should dominate the "composite DMU" in (7) in all input and output dimensions if it were to be considered as super-efficient. Therefore, the formulation in (7) guarantees no reduction to the levels of the inputs and seeks to estimate output improvement (see 7.0). The obvious idea to fix the coefficient of improvement for individual inputs i  (7.0) (7.1) (7.2) ( 7 . 3 )
is not proposed since it would not give feasible solution to the model in (7) . Instead the objective function of (7) includes a two-phase optimisation where in the first phase the minimisation of inputs is pursued and then in the second phase it follows the maximisation of outputs. The proposed formulation is a combination of the constraints (7.3) which ensure that the composite DMU will use more or the same resource, and that this increase will not exceed the maximum observed value across all the DMUs for each input variable.
The outputs in (7) are sought to be maximised without, however, imposing any restrictions on whether the coefficients of improvement r will be less or greater than unity (see 7.4). The solution to (7) can be used to revise the earlier criteria of dominance to the ones listed below as follows. The non-parametric model in (7) seeks to derive absolute ranking indices in an output expansion case. The indices are obtained after an assumption is made that the composite efficient DMU will be dominated by the assessed DMU k in all input dimensions (i.e. i ). Having fixed the input dimensions the emphasis is then given on the expansion factors of the outputs ( r ). If these factors take optimal values for all outputs then the assessed DMU k dominates the composite DMU in all input and output dimensions. Potential values of r greater than unity for some outputs indicates cases of inconclusive dominance between the assessed and the composite DMU. The results, however, can be used to estimate amounts of certain outputs that need to be sacrificed in order to increase amounts of some other outputs. Furthermore, a summary measure,
, of this dominance can be obtained regarding the average rate of "super-efficiency" across all outputs. 
Empirical Results from Retail Outlets
The post-DEA criteria were applied on a set of data used in a previous application [19] . Data from a set of 32 restaurants were used to disentangle different aspects of the market efficiency of the individual outlets. The inputoutput model used for assessing market efficiency comprised a set of six inputs and two outputs. As outputs were taken the revenue from sales of food (y 1 ) and revenue from sales of alcohol (y 2 ). The input set included the size of the bar area (x 1 ) the number of covers used for food services (x 2 ), the concentration of establishments offering similar services within 0.5 mile radius (x 3 ), the number of competing establishments in 2 minus 0.5 miles radius (x 4 ), the number of potential customers (social classes A and B of age category from 25 to 45 years old (x 5 )) and the average income per household in the surrounding area (x 6 ).
In [19] , DEA models are being used with alternative economic assumptions in order to assess the efficiency of retail outlets in accord with the different levels of management within the organisation. In the current study only the market efficiency model is employed which concentrates on the overall market efficiency of retail outlets. This assessment is based on the assumption of constant returns to scale and it is suitable for estimating the scores of efficient DMUs on the ranking criteria of the previous section.
The assessment of the efficiency of the 32 restaurants using the input-output set above characterised 19 of them as relatively efficient. The question of discriminating among the relatively efficient DMUs was eminent and thus the criteria for deriving absolute ranking coefficients were employed and their results are listed in Table 4 
Contribution of DMU j to aggregate targets of food turnover (%); The eight ranking criteria listed in Table 4 are classified into three types, namely cross-efficiencies, target contributions and super efficiencies. The DMUs are listed according to the Maverick index score estimated in (4). In the cross-efficiency scores the DMUs with the smaller Maverick scores also have high efficiency scores ( A E kj ) when assessed by their peers. On the other hand, the same DMUs tend to give very low efficiency scores ( C jk ) to the remaining DMUs when used as their comparators.
E
DMUs with high scores on the cross-efficiency indices have also satisfactory performance on the target contribution criteria. It is noteworthy, however, that the criteria of this set yield a more variable ranking of the DMUs as, for example, Rest 18 which was given a very poor efficiency rating under the cross-efficiency criteria was used frequently as a comparator and also have contributed to the targets of inefficient DMUs. On the target contribution criteria there is some variation regarding the proportionate contribution of efficient DMU to the targets of individual outputs. For instance, Rest 4 has a 4.3% contribution to the overall targets of turnover from sales of food whilst on the other hand it has 9.8% contribution to the corresponding targets of turnover from the sales of drinks.
The super-efficiency scores are obtained from the solution to the modified DEA models in (5) and (7) respectively. The so-called super-efficiency (SE j ) obtained from the solution to (5) gave scores in the range 111% to 282%. The scores attached with the D or F superscript represent cases where the composite DMU dominates the assessed DMU and thus there is no conclusive dominance on the output side. Furthermore, all assessed DMUs where dominated in at least one input dimension from the composite DMUs which does not let SE j to 
The three scores of the target contributions of individual DMUs are highly correlated which shows the degree of congruence between the three indices. The cross-efficiency scores, on the other hand, do not seem to rank efficient DMUs on a similar scale. The correlation coefficients have the expected signs. For example, the Maverick indices convey information about the degree of dissimilarity of individual efficient DMUs from the rest of the DMUs. The negative association between A E Summarising, the eight criteria used in Table 4 provide complementary information regarding the performance of relatively efficient DMUs. It is argued that the kj and M j shows that the higher is the efficiency attached to DMU j using the weights chosen by all other DMUs use of the super-efficiency index scores in (5) do not provide ranks compatible with the ranking criteria of the target contributions and cross-efficiency indices.
Conclusions
The development of data envelopment analysis as a method for assessing the relative efficiency of decision making units is based on the estimation of empirical efficient frontiers. A variety of methods have flourished since the development of DEA [2] regarding the performance of relatively inefficient DMUs. Only limited progress can be reported regarding the performance of DMUs that define the efficient frontier and thus they are relatively efficient. In this paper we compared methods for their suitability to provide information about the performance of DEA efficient DMUs. Two major families of these methods were considered, notably those that are based on the results obtained from the basic DEA model and those that require further modelling and analysis.
The paper has shown that the most prominent of these criteria, namely the super-efficiency scores yield inconclusive evidence regarding the dominant character of the performance of individual DMUs. A revised DEA model was proposed that alleviates the problems of the previous index by resolving the problems of dominance of the assessed DMUs. The ranking criteria were applied on a set of restaurants in the UK employing a DEA model with two output and six input variables. The results of the analysis confirm the claims of the paper regarding the problematic nature of the super-efficiency indices. Moreover, the results have shown the complementary character of the information obtained by the independent criteria for ranking efficient DMUs.
Despite the statistical similarities of the ranks obtained from some of these criteria the scale of ranking is independent among the various criteria and thus their results retain their autonomy. The empirical results conclude that there are no methods at present to yield a universally agreed rank among relatively efficient DMUs. On the other hand, the results have shown that a combined use of these criteria can be used to obtain a set of relatively efficient DMUs that excel in most criteria and thus can be selected as the exemplary performers of organisations. As the importance of benchmarking as a process of managing organisations is growing it is anticipated that the demand for methodologies that would aid management to identify exemplary operating practices will increase. Data envelopment analysis can be used to support the development of successful benchmarking strategies taking into account the need to improve continuously the criteria of selecting these benchmarks.
